I've had a pre-existing condition all my life. I take this personal. And someone needs to speak the truth about Joni Ernst.

She helped write the bill taking away coverage for pre-existing conditions like mine.

She’s putting her donors’ profits before people like me. It sure seems like Joni Ernst is in their pocket.

BOB M.

Use your vote to change Washington.

Vote out the problem.

VOTE OUT JONI ERNST.
“Joni Ernst has taken over $400,000 from the insurance industry. And I think that’s disgraceful. It impacts me because that shows me, as a voter in Iowa, that Joni Ernst is more interested in lining her pocketbook than she is about caring for and advocating for the people that put her into office.”

–Jennifer J.

“Joni Ernst is more concerned about staying in office than she is about IOWANS WITH PRE-EXISTING CONDITIONS.”

“Ernst proudly stood with the insurance industry to deny coverage for pre-existing conditions. I would say it has a lot to do with Joni Ernst’s donors. She does get a lot of money from donors who would prefer to see the pre-existing condition protections go away.”

–Tom H.

“Joni Ernst has lost her way. WE NEED A CHANGE.”

“Joni Ernst has been voting to deny coverage for people with pre-existing conditions. Well, I have pre-existing conditions. Theresa Greenfield will be there for us when it comes to health care, she’ll listen to our needs and concerns, and she’ll try to work with everyone to get something accomplished.”

–Nancy W.

If you want to change Washington, we need to change who we send there.

Theresa Greenfield is the fresh start that Iowa needs.

Use your vote to protect Iowans’ health care.

Vote Absentee or Absentee In Person Now

ELECTION DAY: NOVEMBER 3
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